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The Department of Homeland Security’s appropriated budget for immigration detention, enforcement, and removal has jumped by nearly one billion dollars in the past two years, from $3.212 billion in fiscal year 2016 to $4.110 billion in fiscal year 2018. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) has achieved this massive increase through a persistent manipulation of the appropriations process and chronic fiscal mismanagement. During fiscal years 2017 and 2018, ICE repeated the following three steps, allowing the agency to essentially write its own appropriations:

ICE overspends its appropriated budget for detention and enforcement, assuming that Congress will make it whole before the year’s end.

ICE requests and Congress approves an infusion of funds to compensate for the agency’s over-spending through a transfer and/or reprogramming request.

ICE uses its newly inflated budget as the starting point for spending negotiations heading into the next fiscal year.

ICE uses its expanded budget to grow an already bloated detention system, from an average annual detention population of 34,376 in 2016 to 40,726 in 2018. This growth represents a capacity to jail nearly 350,000 people each year.

ICE’s network of more than 200 jails is mismanaged in ways that put lives and health at risk every day. Human Rights Watch recently released a report finding medical negligence contributing to more than half of all deaths in custody, and numerous investigations have revealed rampant sexual abuse in immigration jails.

DHS’s Office of Inspector General has found ICE’s inspections system woefully inadequate. Facilities regularly pass inspections despite significant deficiencies.

Now we risk ICE adding yet another step to the sequence: an anomaly for additional detention funding in a continuing resolution (CR). Absent extraordinary circumstances, a CR is supposed to provide level funding. Instead, an anomaly could significantly increase ICE’s detention funding even under a CR, further ratcheting up the baseline funding used as a starting point in negotiations over a final funding bill.

Congress must stop ICE
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ICE’s network of more than 200 jails is mismanaged in ways that put lives and health at risk every day. Human Rights Watch recently released a report finding medical negligence contributing to more than half of all deaths in custody, and numerous investigations have revealed rampant sexual abuse in immigration jails.

DHS’s Office of Inspector General has found ICE’s inspections system woefully inadequate. Facilities regularly pass inspections despite significant deficiencies.
Sources for appropriated funding levels and over-spending:


(In its report accompanying the spending bill for fiscal year 2019 that passed out of the Senate Appropriations Committee in June 2019, the Committee expressed “persistent and growing concerns about ICE’s lack of fiscal discipline, whether real or manufactured, and its inability to manage detention resources within the appropriations made by law without the threat of anti-deficiency…”)

Sources for annual detention population and length of stay data:


Sources regarding safety and health concerns in immigration detention:

- DHS Office of Inspector General, Concerns about ICE Detainee Treatment and Care at Detention Facilities (December 2017), https://tinyurl.com/ya7Irqw8
- DHS Office of Inspector General, ICE’s Inspections and Monitoring of Detention Facilities Do Not Lead to Sustained Compliance or Systemic Improvements (June 2018), https://bit.ly/2Mwp2Ug
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